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Objective
There is only one way out of the arena, and 
that is to be the last one standing. There are 
two ways you can defeat your opponent. Take 
down your opponent’s life down to 0 or when 
their timeline has no more cards in it they are 
immediately defeated and removed from the 
game. 

Constructing your Timeline
Building a well constructed timeline (aka, deck) 
in Genesis™ is key to surviving. Having a good 
aggressive strategy, while making sure you have 
cards that can help you out in a bind is very 
important. The more cards at your disposal, and 
the more you fine tune your deck, the better 
chances you have to win.

Genesis™ is a Tactical Collectable Card Game, which combines concepts from 
collectable card games* such as deck building, collecting, and rule text on the cards, 
along with familiar concepts of tactical games*. The tactical aspects of the game come 
through the addition of the arena, a 5x6 board where the core of the game takes place 
on. You and your summons get to move around the arena each turn, and you may 
cast spells or attack your enemies based on the distance and the direction you are 
facing. Also, with alteration cards, players can actually change spots in the arena into

In Genesis™ you are a champion, a hero who is adept in powerful wizardry and 
physical combat. Other champions will challenge you to battles in the Arena - 
mythical areas rich with a magical energy, called Aura. You’ll have to fight to protect 
your land, your family and friends, or just to save your own life. Whatever your 
reason is, you must do whatever it takes to survive.

Survive the Pits

walls, holes, or buildings. 

Learn more 
Collectable Card Games: 
   https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Collectible_card_game
Tactic Games: 
   https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Strategy_video_game

Start Strong, Struggle Later
As you jump into your first game of Genesis™, 
you’ll find that the game flow is different than 
most other collectable card games. In Genesis™, 
you start off with all your resources, and you are 
at your full potential. But as the game proceeds 
you will drain your resources, your options, 
and your health. And in the late game, you will 
have to live with the choices you made during 
the early game. This changes how you need to 
approach playing the game.



The Affiliations and Worlds of Genesis

???

Jaelara - The world of Jaelara is where our story of Genesis™ begins. It 
is a world recently imbued with a wealth of Aura. Jaelara has found itself 
at the apex of a series of wars that have extended several generations. 

Axon - This affiliation represents wisdom, independence, and 
knowledge. They are tactical, clever, and cunning. They understand the 
value of short term loss for the long term gain.

Thymos - This affiliation represents nature, life, and passion. They 
admire the equilibrium of the world. To them, nature is perfect and 
there’s no need to change or control any of it.

Bellum - This affiliation represents rules, structure, order, discipline, 
and justice. To them, the lines are clear: things are good or evil, right or 
wrong. They want to protect the lives of the righteous and good.

Chaos - They represent freedom, anarchy, and self-expression. They feel 
that the oppression of others through rules and regulations is unjust. 
They do not believe in any higher order, and believe each person is in 
control of their own life.
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Setup
In Genesis™, players are their champions. Thus, whenever anything your champion 
does, you are doing; and anything you do, your champion does too.

1. You and your opponents need to construct your timelines
2. Place the Arena on the table with the side with 5 squares in front of each 

champion, and the side with six squares along the sides. 
3. Each champion places their champion card on their starting place, indicated by 

the red dot closest to them (where Ra’ha and Malik are placed) and then takes 
their Aura cards and places them face up to the left of the Arena. 

4. Each champion shuffles their Timeline and places it to the right of the board face 
down. At this point the Timeline cannot be looked through or reshuffled.

5. Each champion sets their health counter equal to their starting health.



Game Zones
Genesis™ has the game play in a series of different zones where you keep your cards.

Arena
At the beginning, it is just you and your opponent standing on opposite sides of the 
arena. The arena is always a 5 x 6 grid, and each spot with a champion or summon on 
it is considered occupied. As you play summons and alterations, you will modify the 
way the arena works and how you interact with it.

Thoughts
Your thoughts is like your hand in other card games. When you draw cards, they go 
to your thoughts, just like any other game. You start the game with 5 cards in your 
thoughts, and you have no maximum number of cards you can have in your thoughts.

Aura Pool
All of your Aura cards go into this zone. All of your unused aura should be face up 
and all of your used aura goes face down.

Timeline
Your timeline is your deck. It is kept face down and cannot be looked through or 
reorganized. Each champion should have their own timeline, containing exactly 50 
cards at the beginning of the game. You’ll learn more about how to construct your 
timeline later.

   Memory
   Your memory is your discard pile. Whenever you play a 
   card that does not go onto the arena, it goes to your 
   memory. Whenever a summon you own is killed, it also 
   goes to your memory.

   Stack
       Abilities go onto the stack while they wait to be 
       resolved. The last item that goes onto the stack is always 
       the first thing to be resolved. This zone is shared 
        between all players. This zone will be mentioned again 
             when you learn to play abilities.

              Skill
         When a card says to add it as a skill, it goes 
     into this zone.  For the remainder of the game it 
       is considered one of your skills.



Card Types

Aura Cards 
Each champion starts with a certain amount of 
Aura in their Aura Pool. The Aura cards are just a 
representation of that Aura. Some champions definitely 
start with a lot more aura than others. However, where 
they have the advantage in starting aura, they may 
be weak in other stats. Picking the champion with the 
highest starting aura, may not be the best move for 
you. Be wise in picking your champion.Secondary Cards

The secondary cards are used to make your Timeline. 
There are a series of different secondary cards. Each 
one brings its own value to your Timeline. 
Spells
Spells are used by champions to cast powerful, mythical, 
and sometimes arcane abilities. Most of these tap into the 
aura of the world to be cast and utilized. 

Techniques
Techniques are used to perform powerful physical feats. 
These are primarily used by champions who like to get 
themselves involved in the battle instead of sitting by the 
sidelines. These attacks usually take a toll on the champion 
by shortening their timeline.

Summons
Summons are powerful allies that can be beckoned to 
fight along side you. They are loyal to you, but function 
and act independently of you.

Alterations & Enchantments
Alterations and Enchantments are lasting ways for a champion to alter 
the arena or themselves. These changes usually last for the entire game, 
shaping how the arena is interacted with.

Champions
In Genesis™, you are your champion. They all have their strengths 
and weaknesses, so it is important to find the champion who 
resonates with you the most. They are all fighting for different 
reasons, and knowing their reason and cause will help you 
understand them better.



Parts of a Card
Champions

These glyphs represent your 
affiliations. These highlight 
the cards you can use in deck 
building. 

This is your Name, Race, and 
Class. These help identify your 
unique characteristics.

This is the Champion’s Ability list. See the 
Abilities section for how they work.

- Energy Endurance

This is your awareness. It is used 
for attacking or using abilities.

Secondary Cards

This is the cards awareness. For spells and 
techniques, the red spot will be in reference to 
the champion playing the card. For summons, 
the red spot is in reference to themselves.

This is the card’s affiliations. 
Only champions who align to 
all of the affiliations of the card 
can put that card into their 
timeline.

This is the card’s type.

These are the abilities of the card. A card may also 
have some text in italics, which is the flavour text. 
This tells you a bit about the world and has no 
impact on game play.

      - The Chi of the 
card is used for creating 
your Timeline. When 
constructing your Timeline 
the sum chi of all your 
cards has to be 250 or less.

      - Some secondary 
cards, like summons and 
alterations, may have a 
Starting Health.

This is the card’s name

- Starting Aura

- Starting Health



The Golden Rule
 If the text of a Genesis™ card contradicts the rules of the game, the card is always 
right.

Abilities
All cards have an ability indicating how to play them. All abilities are structured the 
exact same way and go through the same process to resolve them.

The structure of each ability is as such:
The Name - The Speed - The Cost: The Action(s).

Example:
The ability called “Basic Attack [1]” on Nubia.

•	 The Name of the ability is: Basic Attack [1]
•	 The Speed of the ability is: Swift
•	 The Cost of the ability is: Exhaust
•	 The Action of the ability is: You deal 1 damage to a  

target in your awareness.

Speeds of Abilities
The five different speeds in Genesis™ are: 
•	 Action - These are the slowest and can only happen on the turn of the champion 

or summon playing the ability.
•	 Swift - These are the fastest and can happen in response to any other ability or 

on their own.
•	 Trigger - These happen when a particular event occurs.
•	 Enter Arena - These are a type of Trigger that happens when the card enters the 

arena.
•	 Continuous - These abilities are always happening as long as this card is in the 

Arena.

Pay Costs and Playing Cards 
Understanding how to pay the costs of an ability is critical because all cards are played 
through abilities. There are two core ways to pay for abilities, and that is through Aura 
or Energy. 

Paying Aura
Aura is the main currency of the game. Each champion has a starting pool that 
diminishes as you pay for abilities that have an Aura cost. To pay for the aura cost 
of an ability, you just remove that much aura from your aura pool and place it face 
down. 

Example
If Idiris has an aura pool of 125 aura and she wishes to pay to beckon Fire Elemental, 
then she will remove 13 aura and put it face down, which puts her remaining aura in 
her pool to 112. 



Paying Energy
The Energy cost of an ability is a representation of the physical energy it takes to do 
that ability. These abilities take such a toll on your body and mind that it ends up 
exhausting you beyond your capabilities which ends up shortening your Timeline. To 
pay the cost of any Energy ability you will send cards from the top of your Timeline 
equal to that cost to your Memories.

However, some champions have an endurance to these energy costs, and that is 
represented on the champion card as an energy endurance stat. This means that when 
you go to pay for the cost of an energy ability, you reduce that cost by your champion’s 
energy endurance stat.

Example
Imagine you are Ra’Ha and you wish to cast Aura Surge, which has an Energy cost of 
5. To do that, you would normally send the top 5 cards from the top of your Timeline 
to your Memory. Since Ra’Ha has an energy endurance of 1, you will send only 4 
cards from the top of your Timeline to your Memory.

What is Exhaust?
You will find that there are many abilities which 
have a cost of “Exhaust”. If an ability has the cost 
of Exhaust, it can only be played if that champion 
or summon is not currently exhausted (ie. It does 
not have an exhausted token on it), and the cost 
of the ability is to place an exhaustion token on 
that card.

Thus, the ability Basic Attack [2] that Malik has can only be played 
if he is not exhausted and once he plays that ability once he cannot 
play it again until the exhaustion token is removed from him. 
Furthermore, he is unable to play both Basic Attack [2] and Heavy 
Attack [4] because both of them have the cost of “Exhaust” in it. This 
is because whichever ability he plays first with end up exhausting him 
and then he would not be able to pay the cost of the second ability.



Awareness
A lot of abilities reference an awareness. For champions and summons, the awareness 
is especially important for using their attack abilities. Spells and  techniques rely on 
this to know what they can hit relative to where the champion playing them is.

In this example:

The Giant Scorpion can target Hunting Hound, Ra’ha, or Air Elemental with its 
Range Attack [3].

Fire Elemental can only target Air Elemental with his Fire Attack [3], and vice-versa 
with Air Elemental’s Air Attack [3].

Ra’Ha can target Idiris, Hunting Hound, Fire Elemental, or Giant Scorpion with 
her Range Attack [2]. Furthermore, the Tsunami she has in her hand would end 
up hitting Idiris, Hunting Hound, Fire Elemental, and Giant Scorpion for 3 water 
damage. 

Idiris can cast Flame and target either Hunting Hound or Fire Element for 2 fire 
damage.



Key Abilities
There are a few key abilities that you will see repeated on several cards. All of these 
abilities have the same purpose to them.

Beckon Ability - The beckon ability is how summons enter the arena. This is the 
only ability on a summon which is played by you and not the summon itself. When a 
summon is beckoned it is placed on any of the four adjacent spots around you (either 
in front of you, behind you, to your left, or to your right) and they always enter the 
arena facing the same direction as you and with an exhaustion token on them.

The key thing to note here is that they are placed on that spot. This means that 
they do not care if that spot is occupied or not, a summon can come onto the spot 
regardless.

Attack ability - Almost all champions and summons have an attack 
ability. They may be something like Water Attack [3], or Basic 
Attack [1], or Range Attack [2], or Area Range Attack [2]. They all 
follow the same principles in their name. The first word (Water, 
Range, Heavy, Dark) is the type of damage that is being dealt by this 
attack. Then you will see the word “Attack” indicating that this is 
one of the attack abilities. Finally, there will be a number in square 
brackets and that’s how much damage the attack will deal

Cast Ability - The one ability that links all Spell cards together is the Cast ability. The 
action(s) of the cast ability will always vary from card to card, so make sure you read 
them carefully and do not make any assumption.
Create Ability - The create ability is how a champion can bring an Alteration in the 
Arena. The create ability will outline how and where the alteration can be placed on 
the arena. All other abilities on the alteration on done by the alteration itself and not 
by the champion who created it.
Weakness Abilities - Some summons and champions are weak to an element(s) and 
because of that they have a weakness ability to that element (ie. Fire Weakness, Water 
Weakness, or Dark Weakness). These weaknesses mean that whenever that summon 
or champion is dealt damage of that type they take an additional 1 damage. 

Example
If Earth Elemental, who has Fire Weakness, is targeted by 
Flame which deals 2 Fire damage then it is deal 3 damage 
instead of the 2.

If we take the example of Water Attack [3] which Water Elemental has, this ability is 
“Water Elemental deals 3 water damage to a target in its awareness.”

Some abilities have the word “Area” at the front of the attack ability and this does 
change what the ability does. Any area attack ability deals damage to everything in 
its awareness instead of just one target. These abilities also do not have the word 
“target” in them.

Assad Quraishi




Targeting
Many abilities have the keyword “Target” in them. When you play an ability with 
target in it, before you can put the ability on the stack you will need to declare valid 
targets and pay all the costs for that ability. 

Once the ability is resolved from the stack, all targets must still be valid targets. If they 
are not then the ability is removed from the stack without being resolved.

The Stack
When a champion plays an ability, it does not immediately take effect. Instead, it is 
placed on the stack. That champion then receives priority again, which gives him or 
her a chance to respond to it with another ability. Each new ability is put on top of 
the stack in turn, with the newest on top and the oldest at the bottom. A champion 
with priority can add as many abilities to the stack as he or she can pay for, but is not 
required to; if a champion declines to respond to the latest ability, he or she “passes 
priority” to the next champion in turn order.

When all champions have passed priority in succession, the top-most ability on the 
stack resolves and the champion carries out the instructions. Every time an ability 
finishes resolving, champions (starting with the player whose turn it is) can once 
again add more to the stack; if they don’t, the new top-most spell or ability will 
resolve.



Example
On Ra’ha’s turn she sees an Earth Element, two spots in 
front of her, who has 3 health. She starts the turn by playing 
Guiding Arrow, paying 1 energy (a reductions of 1 from her 
Energy stat) and targeting the Earth Elemental. In response, 
the Earth Elemental sees an Air Elemental right in front 
of it and targets the Air Elemental with an Earth Attack, 
exhausting itself. 

Ra’Ha responds with her Range Attack [2], targeting the 
Earth Elemental, and putting the Range Attack [2] onto the 
stack.

The stack currently consists of: 
Range Attack [2] (from Ra’Ha)
Earth Attack [3] (from the Earth Elemental)
Range Attack [1] (from the Guiding Arrow)

With no other responses, the stack begins to resolve, starting 
from the top of the stack (the newest ability) and going to the 
bottom (the first ability). First the Range Attack [2] resolves 
putting Earth Elemental to 1 health remaining. The Earth 
Attack [3] resolves, killing the Air Elemental. Then the Range 
Attack [1] from Guiding Arrow resolves and kills the Earth 
Elemental.

Navigating the board and Advancing
The key way of navigating through the board is by “advancing”. Advancing is 
composed of two parts “moving” and “rotating”. When a champion or summon 
advances they may move and then they may rotate.

Moving is done by moving the champion or summon to an unoccupied spot to their 
left, right, forward, or back.

Rotating is done by rotating the champion or summon 90 degrees to the left or right.
Example
A full advance is what the Giant Scorpion is doing. He is 
moving forward and then rotating to the right. 

He could have also stayed where he was and rotated 
to the left or right. Or he could have moved left, right, 
forward, or back and not rotated at all.

But what he could not do was stay in the same spot and 
rotate all the way around (180 degrees). And he could 
not rotate and then move.



Starting The Game
Now you need to decide a starting champion. To decide who the starting champion 
will be, you can toss a coin or roll dice. The winner of the coin toss or dice roll may 
have the choice of being the starting champion. If they decline, then the other player 
becomes the starting champion. If they decline then the other player must become 
the starting champion.
Rounds and Turns
Genesis™ is based on a series of Rounds which have a series of Turns.

Rounds
At the beginning of each round, all champions draw a card from their Timeline and 
remove all exhaustion tokens from themselves and their summons. 

Then the starting champion gains priority and can picks either themselves or one 
of their summons to do their turn. The starting champion gains priority and can 
pick either themselves or one of their summons to complete their turn. Then, the 
next champion gains priority to pick either themselves or one of their summons to 
complete their turn. 

If a champion gains priority but he or she is exhausted and all of their summons 
are exhausted, then they immediately pass priority to the next champion. If no 
champions can gain priority because all champions and summons are exhausted, then 
the round ends.

During the end of a round, abilities that trigger “until the end of this round” go on the 
stack. This is the last chance champions and summons have to play abilities this turn.
Turns
Any champion or summon who is not exhausted may take their turn. Their turn is 
broken down into three phases: Move Phase, Main Phase, and End Phase. 
During the Move Phase, they may advance up to 2 times. 
However, if they advance twice, then they must skip their main 
phase.

During the Main Phase, they may play as many action 
abilities as they want as long as they are not exhausted and have 
the resources to do so. 

Remember to skip this phase if they advanced twice during the 
move phase.

During the End Phase, abilities that trigger “until the end 
of this turn” go on the stack. This is the last chance for any 
champion or summon to play abilities this turn. Once the stack 
is cleared and no champions or summons want to play any more 
swift abilities, the champion or summon who’s turn it is gains an 
exhaustion token.



That is the end of the 
round. At the beginning of the next round, all champions and summons will remove 
their exhaustion tokens and do this process all over again starting with Malik.

Example of a round:

The round starts and both Malik and Ra’ha draw a card from their Timelines and put 
it into their hands.

Malik is the starting player, and he starts by giving Fire Elemental the priority.
During Fire Elemental’s 
turn, it starts in the move 
phase, advances twice, and 
stops facing Ra’ha. Because 
he advanced twice, he skips 
his main phase and moves 
straight to his end phase. 
In his end phase, he starts 
by using Fire Attack [3] 
and targets Ra’ha. She has 
no response and the ability 
resolves, exhausting Fire 
Elemental. His turn ends.

Malik goes, and seeing 
what he’ll need to do next 
turn, he skips his move 
phase and main phase, and 
ends his turn exhausting 
himself and staying where 
he is.

Ra’ha goes next and picks 
herself. She advances one 
spot forward and then 
enters her main phase. 
At this time she beckons 
a Water Elemental and 
ends her turn. The Water 
Elemental and herself are 
now exhausted.



How to construct your own Timeline

Before you start to construct your timeline, you need to pick your champion. The 
champion you pick will define which cards you can and cannot have in your deck. 
Your champion will have a list of affiliations that it aligns to. The cards you put into 
your timeline can only have those same affiliations. 
Example
If your champion is Nubia, then you can have any cards that are part of Jaelara and/or 
Bellum and/or Axon. Now you can start constructing your timeline. 
It has to follow a few rules:

1. Be exactly 50 cards
2. Have a total sum Chi of 250 or less
3. Align to the affiliations of your champion

The chi value of all secondary cards appears in the bottom left corner of the card. 
Turn Summary:
BEGINNING OF ROUND:
 All champions draw a card
 Remove all exhaustion tokens from champions and summons

TURNS 
Starting with the starting champion. Pick one summon you control or yourself to take 
their turn (only if they are not exhausted).

Move Phase 
 Make up to 2 advances
Main Phase  (Skip this phase if 2 or more advances were made in the move phase)
 Play as many actions as possible
End Phase
 Trigger all “End of Turn” abilities
 Exhaust the champion or summon who took their turn

After the starting champion has finished the first turn, the next player does a turn. 
Repeat turns and rotate between each player until all champions and summons are 
exhausted.

END OF ROUND
 Trigger all abilities that have “End of Round”  

Winning And Losing  The Game
You win the game by bringing all of your opponents health to 0 or by making them 
run out of cards in their timeline. 

Once a champion runs out of cards in their timeline they are immediately removed 
from the game, along with all cards their own. 
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Find Out More
For more information about this game or our other great games, check out our 
websites at:

www.GenesisBattleOfChampions.com 
www.fb.com/GenesisBoC


